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Webinar Housekeeping

• Please note that today’s webinar is being recorded
– The presentation slides and recording will be available on the CSTE 

website in the Webinar Library 
(http://www.cste.org/?page=WebinarLibrary) 

• All phone lines have been placed on mute.  
– To hear the audio, Dial in number: 877-668-4490; Access code: 797 214 

704

• After the speakers' remarks, there will be a question-and-answer 
period
– To ask a question, please use the Q&A box on the right side of your 

screen

• When the webinar ends, you will be redirected to an evaluation
– Please complete the evaluation!

http://www.cste.org/?page=WebinarLibrary


To Ask a Question

• Open the Q&A 
box on the right 
side panel on your 
screen

• Type a question

• Send it to All 
Panelists

• Questions will be 
answered during 
the Q&A period



Discussion Boards

• Discussion board

• http://cste.freeforums.net/

• Create account

• References, Resources, Discussions

• Purpose of the series

• Provide a BROAD overview of evaluation

http://cste.freeforums.net/


Objectives

• Examine different methods for visualizing data 

• Discuss the different data visualization methods for 
qualitative and quantitative data 

• Understand how to determine the best types of 
reports for different stakeholders 

• How to select the most powerful reporting tools for 
different needs/audiences 



Lesson 4 Overview

What to include? What to report?

Project/Program Background Process Evaluation 

Outcome Evaluation Recommendations

Data Visualizations

• Types of data

• Communication needs

• Target audience

• Create the full story

Report considerations

• Audience

• Project/Evaluation type

• Purpose of the report

• Communication objectives



Poll

True or False –

A single evaluation may need several different 
report types.



Visualization in Evaluation

• Planning

• Logic models

• Decision trees

• Monitoring and implementation

• GIS mapping

• Demonstrating current status, baseline

• Showing change over time



Data Visualization

• Difference between data visualization and data 
analysis 

• Visualizations should tell the story

• Know the goal of your visualization – standalone or 
supportive

• Approachable to target audience

• Easily understood and explained

• Appropriate for the type of data





Data Visualization

What are you trying to 
convey?

• Current status

• Progress made to date

• Solicit ideas, 
recommendations, or 
feedback

• Convince your audience

• Relay final outcomes

Keeping it Clear

• Logical presentation of data

• Legend and label of 
information

• Use of color

• Using with Text

• Showing relationships

• Combining data to tell the 
full story







Data Visualization

Where and to whom will the information be presented

• Conference presentation – Poster or Paper

• Final written report to project leads or funders

• Briefing summary for policy/decision makers

• Community meeting

• Formal scientific/peer-reviewed publication

• Annual report for organization/agency

• One-page project summary



The proportion of membership that represents local public health agencies has 

increased over the past year and a half from September 2013 through July 2014.  

The number of local epidemiologists involved with CSTE has risen from 100 to 

165 in the past year.
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Data Visualization

• Find ways to incorporate qualitative and quantitative

– Types of graphs

– Wordles

– Pictures

– Maps

• Utilize data to tell the story

• Data visualization should convey the story

• Visualization should be tailored to purpose



Poll

• Is a Wordle a:

• Data analysis tool

• Data visualization tool

• Neither of the above



Report considerations

Types of reports

One page summaries End of project reports

Executive summaries Annual reports

Briefing reports Planning documents

Conference presentations Conference posters

Community meetings Marketing materials





Report considerations

Audience

- Policy makers

- Funders

- Community members

- Project directors

- Program planners

- Participants

- Others (replication)

Evaluation type

- Strategy

- Project

- Process

- Outcome

- Interim or Final report

- Pilot/Demonstration

- Multi-site



Report considerations

Purposes of Report

Convey key findings Funding requirements

Dashboards for monitoring Program improvement

Build community support Develop plans for replication

Increase knowledge about field Evidence for best practices

Educating stakeholders Demonstrating impact





What to include?

Background information 

• Description of the program, project or strategy

• Evaluation plan and implementation

• Data collection and analysis

Key findings

Implications

Recommendations



What to include?

Process evaluation specifically

• How was the program developed?

• Implementation data

• Output data

• Changes implemented based on data

• Recommendations and tips

• Ongoing reporting

• Feedback tools 



What to include?

Outcome evaluation specifically

What happened?  

Program description and background

Who was served/reached? 

Describe target population and reached population

What happened?  

The impacts and longitudinal analysis

Recommendations 



What to include?

Recommendations

• Utilize data to support recommendations

• Build foundation through the report

• Brief cites with recommendations

• Make them realistic

• Identify weaknesses or challenges



Poll

What type of report mechanism do you use most 
frequently?





Additional Resources

Discussion Board - http://cste.freeforums.net/

- Relevant references and resources

- Discussion questions for group engagement between webinars

- Submission of ‘assignments’ for feedback/group discussion

http://cste.freeforums.net/


Selected References

AEA Blog on low cost tools: http://aea365.org/blog/susan-kistler-on-25-low-costno-
cost-tech-tools-for-data-visualization-and-reporting/

Potent Presentations: http://p2i.eval.org/

Dashboards: http://www.dashboards.org/

Stephanie Evergreen.  Evergreen Evaluation.  Stephanieevergreen.com/blog



Thank you for participating in 
today’s call!


